2017 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

SERENITY

The 2017 Lincoln Continental is as enjoyable to ride in as it is to drive, and provides features that contribute to an experience
so serene you might think you’re still at home.
• Available Perfect Position front seats offer a new era of
wellness and luxury, and can be adjusted up to 30 ways.
The upper seat back supports the shoulders, while the
suspension system supports the body. This combination
helps take stress off the shoulders and neck. Two
available extending thigh cushions, each independently
adjustable, add further support. The front seats offer
heating, cooling and available massage functionality. The
rear seats are available with adjustable recline, heating,
cooling and massage functionality as well

Continental has innovative and thoughtful features that
help minimize unwanted noise, so you can enjoy what you
want to hear:

• Lincoln has used Bridge of Weir leather in its vehicles
since the 1950s; today’s leathers receive special
processing, and rival that of fine furniture

• Acoustic-laminated side glass helps insulate the interior
from unwanted road and wind noise

• Active Noise Control uses microphones throughout the
cabin to listen for unwanted noises; it cancels them by
producing opposing sound waves through the speakers,
while enhancing desired sounds
• Available 20-inch tires are lined with foam to reduce
noise from the tire cavity by up to seven decibels

• Rich, sensuous materials, including supple leathers,
smooth, natural woods, and features such as an available
large panoramic sunroof contribute to interior ambience
and comfort
• Passengers have space to relax with expansive legroom,
while available controls in the rear center console operate
ventilation and sound systems; placement of the controls
for all interior functions is optimized for easy use

• Available Revel® Ultima sound system can be equipped with
up to 19 speakers, and offers three personalized listening
modes – traditional Stereo, Audience or On Stage

• Rear windows can be equipped with manually operated
sunshades, while sun coming through the rear glass can
be reduced by an available power sunshade

Preproduction model shown. 2017 Lincoln Continental available fall 2016.

